Introduction. Lesieur and Croisot in [7] have generalized the classical primary decomposition theory for Noetherian modules over commutative rings to the tertiary decomposition theory for Noetherian modules over rings, which are not necessarily commutative, but which have a certain chain condition on ideals. Riley has shown in [8] that for finitely generated unitary modules over left Noetherian rings with identities, the tertiary decomposition theory-in a certain sense-is the only natural generalization of the classical primary theory. The purpose of this paper is to show that the tertiary decomposition theory extends to a larger family of modules. We call this family the family of /-worthy modules. In particular we show that for an arbitrary ring A, the tertiary theory holds for any A-module M which has the property that each factor module of M is finite dimensional in the sense of Goldie. For the family of /-worthy modules we show that, with certain reasonable assumptions, the tertiary theory is the only theory that provides all the salient features of an ideal theory in the sense of the classical primary theory.
In [8] Riley gives an axiomatic characterization of the tertiary theory for an admissible family of finitely generated unitary modules over a left Noetherian ring with an identity. We prove in §8 that one of his axioms can be deduced from the others. Also an axiomatic characterization of the tertiary theory for an admissible family of i-worthy modules is given.
In § §9-10 the theory is applied to admissible families of 7?-modules where R is a commutative ring. We prove that the decomposition theory constructed from the primary radical function on an admissible family of Noetherian modules is the classical primary theory. This result shows that it is possible to obtain the classical primary theory for a Noetherian module by using a technique similar to that of Bourbaki in [1] .
We consider in §10 the radical function which is suggested by Bourbaki's definition of ^-primary in [1] . We call it the weakly primary radical function and we examine the decomposition theory that is obtained from it.
In §11 we apply the theory to obtain generalizations of the Krull Intersection Theorem, the Lemma of Artin-Rees, and a result of Lesieur and Croisot.
1. Conventions and definitions. Unless explicitly mentioned to the contrary, throughout this paper, R will denote an arbitrary associative ring. By this we mean that R is not necessarily commutative, R does not necessarily possess an identity, and 7? does not necessarily possess any chain conditions (ascending or descending) on any family of left, right, or two-sided ideals. All 7?-moduIes will be assumed to be left 7?-modules. By a Noetherian /î-module we mean an Ä-module with ascending chain condition on submodules. An 7?-module is said to be Artinian if it has descending chain condition on submodules. A left Noetherian ring is a ring that is Noetherian as a left module over itself. The term "ideal" will refer to a two-sided ideal unless it is adorned with the adjective "left". Also Jt will denote the category of all 7?-modules and 7?-homomorphisms.
Following the terminology of A. W. Goldie in [2], we define an 7?-module M to be finite dimensional over 7? if there does not exist an infinite chain of submodules of M of the form Mx^Mx © M2<=-Mx ® M2 © M3<= ■ ■ • where Mx, M2,... are nonzero submodules of M. A submodule U of M is said to be uniform if i/# (0) and every pair of nonzero submodules of U has nonzero intersection. A submodule E of M is called essential if E has nonzero intersection with every nonzero submodule of M.
In [2] Goldie assumes that each of his 7?-modules, M, has the property that if m is in M and Rm=0, then m = 0. This assumption is not used in the proof of [2, Lemma 3.1]. Goldie's proof of [2, Lemma 3.2] can be slightly modified in order to give a proof which does not use this assumption. With this modification we have 3. 1, 3.2, and 3.3 in [2] at our disposal without this assumption.
From [2, Theorem 3.3] we have that if M is a finite dimensional 7?-module, then there exists a positive integer « such that any direct sum of uniform submodules of M having maximal length has « terms and every direct sum of nonzero submodules of M has at most « terms. Furthermore a submodule of M is essential if and only if it contains a direct sum of « uniform submodules. Goldie calls this integer «, the dimension of M over A and denotes it by dim M.
Let M be an A-module. If M is finite dimensional then A is an essential submodule of M if and only if dim A=dim M. Also M is uniform if and only if dimM=l. If M=Ny © N2 then dim M=dim Ny + dim N2. If M is either a
Noetherian or an Artinian A-module then M is finite dimensional. There exist finite dimensional A-modules which are neither Noetherian nor Artinian. For example the rational numbers Q are a 1-dimensional module over the rational integers Z; however, Q is neither a Noetherian nor an Artinian Z-module.
The following definitions are taken from [4] , [7] , [8] , and [9] . An ideal SP in A is called a prime ideal if for ideals /, / in A, the product IJ^SP implies I<^£P or yça? If A is commutative this definition is equivalent to the following: @ is prime if whenever a product rs of two elements of A is in 3P then r is in & or í is in 0*. If si is an ideal in A then the primary radical of s/, denoted p(sé), is the intersection of all prime ideals in A which contain sí. If A is a commutative ring and si is an ideal in A, then from [9, p. 151] , p(s£) = {r e A : rn e s/ for some positive integer «}. If N' and N" are submodules of an A-module M, then the left residual quotient of AT and N", denoted (N':N") , is {r e A : rN"çN'}. If M is an A-module, then the primary radical of M, denoted p(M), is the primary radical of (0:M). A submodule N of M is called primary if each r in A, which annihilates a nonzero submodule of M/N, lies in p(M/N). For a module over a commutative ring this definition of a primary submodule is equivalent to the one in [9, p. 252] . The tertiary radical of an A-module M, denoted t(M), is defined to be {r e R: there exists an essential submodule A of M with rA=0}. The tertiary radical of an A-module is an ideal in A. A submodule N of M is called tertiary if each r in A, which annihilates a nonzero submodule of M/N, lies in t(M/N). F n M' is an essential submodule of M' and r(F n M') = 0. Therefore r e t(M') and so t(M')^t(M).
From the preceding paragraph, t(E)^t(M).
For the other inclusion let r e t(E). Then there exists an essential submodule G of £ with rG = 0. But G is an essential submodule of M. Hence r e t(M).
From this lemma it follows that the tertiary radical, t, is also a radical function on Ji.
Suppose that r is a radical function on C. A module S in C is said to be r-stable if 5^(0) and for each nonzero submodule N of S, r(N) = r(S). Apparently every irreducible module M in C is r-stable. Lemma 2.1 shows that each uniform Rmodule is /-stable. Every nonzero submodule of an r-stable module is r-stable.
Let M be in C. An ideal si in R is called an associated ideal of M with respect to r if there exists an r-stable submodule 5 of M such that si = r(S). Let A(M) denote the set of associated ideals of M. We notice that if S is r-stable then A(S) consists of the single ideal, r(S). A most important property of A(M) is that if si is in A(M) then there exists an r-stable submodule S of M such that A(S) = {si}.
The technique of using the following sequence of propositions in order to execute the proof of the main existence theorem in §4 is patterned after that of Bourbaki in [1, pp. 131-146] . For the remainder of this section we will consider the same radical function r on C.
is isomorphic to M¡ and we have that A(M)^A(M¡) u A(M¡) by 2.2. The other inclusion A(Mt) u A(M,)^A(M) is evident. Proposition 2.5. If M is in C and E is an essential submodule of M, then
A(E) = A(M).
Proof. Proposition 2.2 shows that A(E)^A(M). For the other inclusion let si' e A(M). Then there exists an r-stable submodule S of M such that s/=r(S). Since A is essential, A n S is an r-stable submodule of A. Therefore si e A(E). In this section we have started with a radical function r on C and we have obtained a decomposition of (0) in M for each M in C which has the property that each nonzero submodule contains an r-stable submodule. It should be noted that for such a module M, {N(si) : si e A(M)} may be infinite. If this is the case, then this decomposition of (0) may not be irredundant, i.e., one such that no proper subset of {N(si) : si e A(M)} has (0) for its intersection. See Example 2. In §4 we will see that A(M) being finite is sufficient to guarantee the existence of an irredundant decomposition of (0) in M.
3. Associated ideal functions. Let 7? be a ring and let C continue to denote the same family of /^-modules as in §2. A function T from C to a family D of sets of ideals of R is called an associated ideal function on C relative to D if M in C and
-± M' ->-M exact imply that T(M')<^ T(M). If r is a radical function on C and if
A(M) denotes the set of associated ideals of M with respect to r then Proposition 2.2 shows that A is an associated ideal function on M.
Suppose that T is an associated ideal function on C. A module S in C is said to be T-stable if 5/(0) and there exists an ideal si in R such that for each nonzero submodule A^ of S, T(N)={si}. We notice that each nonzero submodule of a T-stable submodule is T-stable. If S is an r-stable submodule of M then S iŝ 4-stable.
From an associated ideal function T on C, define rr(M) = (~) {si : si e V(M)} for each M in C. Proof. Since T(Af')sT(A7) we have that
Therefore rr(M')^rr(M). This proposition shows that from an associated ideal function T on C, we can obtain a radical function rr on C. Now we will drop the T on rr and use the notation T ->-r to indicate that r is the radical function obtained in this way from T. Likewise we will use r -> T to indicate that T is the associated ideal function obtained from the radical function r by the method of §2. Proof. Since r -> T, we have that for each M e C and si e Y(M) there exists an r-stable submodule S of M with r(S)=si. Then S is also T-stable and so the result follows from 3.3. Proof. If r = T' and Mis a nonzero module in C, then 3.5 yields that T(M)^ 0. Since r -> T, there exists an r-stable submodule of M.
Suppose that each nonzero M e C contains an r-stable submodule. Then T(M) = 0 if and only if M=(0). Furthermore for each M e C and si e T(M), there is an r-stable submodule S of M with si = r(S). Since S is r-stable, it is also r-stable and r(S)={si}. Therefore r = T' by 3.5. The family of all Noetherian A-modules is an example of an admissible family for a decomposition theory. We now prepare to define a most important collection of admissible families.
Let r be a radical function on an admissible family C of A-modules and let A be the associated ideal function on C that is obtained from r. An A-module M is said to be worthy of a decomposition theory with respect to r or just r-worthy if each factor module M" of M satisfies the following conditions:
(a) each nonzero submodule of M" contains an r-stable submodule, and
If a section of an A-module M is defined to be a factor module of a submodule of M, then (a) can be equivalently stated as follows: each nonzero section of M contains an r-stable submodule. Assume that M is r-worthy. Since each factor module of M' is a section of M, it follows that M' is r-worthy. Also each factor module of M" is isomorphic to a factor module of M. Hence M" is r-worthy.
Assume that both M' and M" are r-worthy. Suppose that S is a nonzero section In order to show that M satisfies (b), let M/P be a factor module of M. Consider the following existing isomorphisms:
Proposition 2.2 yields that if), 4?F) u ijth) -AjZtA u Ajäfo}
Since both M' and M" satisfy (b), the union of the two sets on the right is finite. Therefore A(M/P) is finite. It follows that M is r-worthy. This proposition shows that the subfamily of all r-worthy ^-modules in C is an admissible family for a decomposition theory. It results from this that any r-worthŷ -module can be imbedded in an admissible family of r-worthy /(-modules. Let C be an admissible family for a decomposition theory. An associated ideal function T on C relative to D is called a decomposition function if for each M in C and0^A/'^M^A7"^0exact,
If r is a radical function on an admissible family C, then Proposition 2.2 shows that the associated ideal function that is obtained from r is a decomposition function. Proof. Let {A^ : / g /} be a T-decomposition of (0) in M. We use induction on the cardinality of A If the cardinality of / is 0 then M = (0) and the proposition is vacuous. If the cardinality of/is 1, then ^=(0) and Mis r-stable. Therefore each nonzero submodule of M is r-stable.
Assume that the conclusion holds for any M and / for which the cardinality of / is less than «. Let / have cardinality «, « > 1, and let N be a nonzero submodule of M. If N n (C]i¥,y Nj)^(0), then N n (H^i N,) is a r-stable submodule of N because Oj#i Nf is r-stable by 4.5(c) . If N n (H^i N}) = (0), then N is isomorphic to a nonzero submodule of M/n>*i N¡. The set {NJ(~)j¿y Nj : i=2,..., ri} is a T-decomposition of (0) in M/f\}i,yNj. Therefore by induction, A' contains a T-stable submodule. So A//(0). Hence (1) . Now (2) follows from 4.5(a) and (3) follows from 4.5(c). This is a contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved.
Suppose that r is a decomposition function on an admissible family C. We say that T is a decomposition theory on C if for each M in C, (0) has a T-decomposition in M. Theorem 4.10. Let r be a radical function on an admissible family C and let A be the associated ideal function on C that is obtained from r. A necessary and sufficient condition that A be a decomposition theory on C is that each module in C be r-worthy.
Proof. Assume that A is a decomposition theory on C. In order to show that each module in C is r-worthy, it suffices to show that each M in C satisfies (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.9. Indeed these follow from 4.9.
The sufficiency of the condition also follows from 4.9.
Theorem 4.11. Let Y be a decomposition theory on an admissible family C. Then it is possible to obtain Y from the radical function rr by using the technique of §2.
Proof. Consider Y -> rr -> A. From 4.7 and 3.5 we have that Y = A. Therefore rr^r.
In view of this result it appears that the technique of constructing a decomposition theory from a radical function is the natural way to construct decomposition theories. Proof. Proposition 4.7 yields the necessity. In order to show sufficiency consider Y ->r -> A. Theorem 3.5 shows that Y = A. We claim that C is an admissible family of r-worthy modules. In order to show this, it suffices to show that each nonzero module in C contains an r-stable submodule. Let M be a nonzero module in C. Then Y(M)=£ 0. Suppose that sieY(M). Then by (3) there exists a r-stable submodule 5 of M with Y(S) = {si}. Also S is r-stable and hence C is an admissible family of r-worthy modules. The sufficiency now follows from 4.10; in that, A is a decomposition theory on C. If ' U in C is uniform, then (i) U is Y-stable, and (ii) U is rr-stable.
Proof. The proof is evident. (5) is nonempty since 5^(0) and £2 is decomposition theory.
A decomposition theory T on an admissible family C is said to be normal on C if it has the following two properties:
(a) if M is in C and si is in Y(M), then si^(0:M); and (b) T is the smallest decomposition theory on C which satisfies (a), i.e., if £2 is any decomposition theory on C which satisfies (a), then T is smaller than £2 on C. We notice that (a) is equivalent to the following: for each M in C, rr(A/)2(0: M).
Suppose that T is a decomposition theory on an admissible family C of Rmodules. If / is an ideal in R, then the set of all M in C that are annihilated by / is an admissible family D of /^//-modules. Suppose that for each M in D and si in Y(M), si^I. Then the function YRII defined on M in D by YRI,(M) = {si/I : ja/isin Y(M)} is an associated ideal function on D. Therefore property (a) in the definition of normality simply guarantees that for each ideal / in R, YRII is defined on 77.
By T being a normal decomposition theory on C, we are roughly saying that T is the decomposition theory on C which assigns to each M in C the "smallest" ideals which contain (0:M). 5. Existence of the tertiary theory. In §2 we saw that the tertiary radical, /, is a radical function on Jt. Now we will examine the associated ideal function that is obtained from /. Suppose that M is an A-module. An ideal si in A is an associated ideal of M with respect to / if there exists a /-stable submodule S of M such that si = t(S). Denote the set of associated ideals of M by T(M). We have that Ais an associated ideal function on Jt. Theorem 4.10 shows that A is a decomposition theory on an admissible family C if and only if each module in C is /-worthy.
A finite set {A^ : i el} of submodules of an A-module M is a teritary decomposition of N in M if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Hie/ N = N and for no i e I is n>#i#,SiVi;
(2) the A^i, i g /, are tertiary submodules of M; and (3) t(M/Nt)*t(M/Nj) for i^j.
We will proceed to show that a decomposition is a tertiary decomposition if and only if it is a A-decomposition. Assume that (b) holds. Suppose that A is a nonzero submodule of M.lfre t(N), then r annihilates a nonzero submodule of M. Thus r e t(M) since (0) is tertiary. So t(N)^t(M). The other inclusion follows from 2.1. Therefore t(N) = t(M) and M is /-stable. Hence (b) implies (c).
That (c) implies (a) is evident. This theorem shows that a decomposition is a tertiary decomposition if and only if it is a 7-decomposition. Therefore, if 7 is a decomposition theory on an admissible family C, then we call 7 the tertiary decomposition theory on C. We now have the following important theorem as a corollary of Theorem 4.10.
Theorem 5.4. Let R be an arbitrary ring and C an admissible family of R-modules. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that the tertiary decomposition theory exists on C is that each module in C be t-worthy.
At this point it might be rather difficult for the reader to visualize an admissible family of/-worthy TJ-modules. Therefore we will proceed to investigate a collection of rather nice admissible families of /-worthy /^-modules. As we remarked in §2, each nonzero submodule of a finite dimensional Rmodule contains a /-stable submodule. In view of this and 5.5 we have the following proposition : Proposition 5.6. If each factor module of an R-module M is finite dimensional over R, then M is t-worthy.
From this proposition we see that an admissible family of finite dimensional /^-modules is an admissible family of /-worthy /î-modules. If M is a Noetherian /^-module, then each factor module of M is Noetherian. Hence each factor module of M is finite dimensional over R. Likewise if M is Artinian, then each factor module of M is finite dimensional over R. Consequently if M is either Noetherian or Artinian, it is /-worthy. This proves the following corollary of 5.4. Corollary 5.7. Suppose that R is an arbitrary ring and that C is either an admissible family of Artinian R-modules or an admissible family of Noetherian R-modules. Then for each M in C, there exists a tertiary decomposition of (0) 6. Associated ideals. One question, above all others, led to the writing of this paper. It is the following. Let A be an arbitrary ring and let M be a Noetherian A-module. Is it possible to associate prime ideals in A to the submodules of M in some way, in order to obtain some kind of a decomposition of the submodules of M? If we are willing to put the ascending chain condition on a certain family of ideals of A as set forth in Assumption 1, then the answer is "yes". We would associate a prime ideal & in A to M if and only if there exists a nonzero submodule N of M such that for each nonzero submodule W of N, £? = (0: W). Denote this set of associated prime ideals of M by Ass (M). Then, as Riley has shown in [8] , we would obtain the tertiary decomposition theory. If we are not willing to put this assumption on A, then what? With the possible sacrifice of the primeness of the associated ideals of M, we have shown in §5 that we can obtain a decomposition theory for a Noetherian A-module. To our delight we still get the tertiary decomposition theory. To our amazement we still get the tertiary decomposition theory even for a much more general module than a Noetherian module. The following example shows however that we did in fact sacrifice the primeness of the associated ideals. Example 1. Let V be a countably infinite dimensional vector space over a field A. Let {vy, v2,...} be a basis for V. For each positive integer /', consider the subspace Vt of V which is spanned by {v¡, vi + 1, vi + 2,...}. Let siy be the ring which consists of those transformations, t, on V such that (1) for each positive integer i, tV¡^ V¡, and (2) for which there exists a positive integer j such that tV¡ = 0. Define the linear transformation s on F by svi = vi + 1 for / odd and «'¡ = 0 for i even. Note that s2 = 0. Let A be the ring generated over siy by s. Then siy is an ideal in A.
It can be shown that the proper submodules of the A-module, V, are precisely the Vh i=2, 3,.... Hence V is Noetherian, non-Artinian, and uniform as an A-module. The tertiary radical of V is siy. Since V is uniform, T(V) = {siy}. However siy is not prime since R^siy but R2^siy.
Suppose that M is an A-module which satisfies Assumption 1. We will show that with this assumption the associated ideals in A(M) become prime and our definition of associated ideal is equivalent to the usual definition [8, p. 186] of associated prime ideal; that being, a prime ideal in Ass (M). In order to show that si is prime, suppose that IJGsi, I, J ideals in R. If 7$si then TTWiO) and hence I<^(0:JN) = si. Wherefore jaf is prime and so si e Ass (M).
Suppose that a2 e Ass (M). Then there exists a nonzero submodule N of M such that for each nonzero submodule W of N, @> = (0: W). Thence N is /-stable and 0> = t(N). Accordingly 0> e T(M).
Proposition 6.2. Let R be a commutative ring and M an R-module. If si is in T(M), then si is prime.
Proof. Since si e T(M), there exists a /-stable submodule U of M with si=t(U). Suppose that r, s e R with rs e t(U). Then there is a nonzero submodule V of U such that (rs)V=0. If s $ t(U) then sV^O. However r(sV) = 0 and so r e t(sV) = si. Therefore si is prime.
By using the associated ideal function, T, we will now give an example of a module M where the decomposition of (0) Proposition 7.1. On an admissible family C of t-worthy R-modules, the tertiary decomposition theory, A, is normal.
Proof. Certainly if M g C and si e T(M), then si^(0: M).
Let Q. be a decomposition theory on C such that if M g C and si e Q(M) then si^(0:M).
Suppose that MgC and s e t(M). Then there exists an essential submodule A of M such that sE=0. Moreover s e (0: A)Çrn(A). Proposition 4.13 shows that rn(E) = rn(M). Therefore t(M)<^rn(M). From 5.2 we have that rT(M) = t(M) for each M e C. Thus A is smaller than Q on C and so A is normal on C.
From 4.17 we get the following theorem: Theorem 7.2. On an admissible family C of t-worthy R-modules, the tertiary theory, A, is the unique normal decomposition theory.
Goldie [2, Chapter 7, p. 12] raised the question as to whether the tertiary theory is the only one that "provides all the salient features of an ideal theory" in the sense of the classical theory in commutative Noetherian rings. Riley has shown in [8] that the answer to this question is "yes", in the sense that, if A is a left Noetherian ring with an identity and C is an admissible family of finitely generated unitary A-modules, then with certain reasonable assumptions (normality in the sense of Riley), the tertiary theory is the only one that does provide all the salient features of an ideal theory. Theorem 7.2 answers Goldie's question in the affirmative even in this more general setting. In particular it shows that the tertiary theory is the only natural generalization to Noetherian modules over an arbitrary ring of the classical primary theory for Noetherian modules over a commutative ring.
A decomposition theory Y on an admissible family C is said to be normal in the sense of Riley if for each M in C, the elements of Y(M) (1) are annihilating ideals for M, i.e., if si is in Y(M) then there is a nonzero submodule N of M with siN=0; and (2) contain (0:M). While Riley's definition of a decomposition theory differs slightly from ours, these two properties are the essential features of his definition of normality. We will show that if Y is normal in the sense of Riley then it is normal; however, there exist decomposition theories which are normal in our sense but not in Riley's sense. Example 3. Consider the A-module V of Example 1. Each factor module of V is 1-dimensional over A. Proposition 5.6 shows therefore that V is /-worthy. So V is contained in an admissible family C of /-worthy A-modules. The tertiary decomposition theory, A, exists and is normal on C by 5.4 and 7.1. However Ais not normal in the sense of Riley on C because siy is in A( V), but six is not an annihilating ideal for V. Thus these two concepts of normality do not in general coincide.
Proposition 7.4. Suppose that C is an admissible family of t-worthy R-modules such that each module in C satisfies Assumption I. If a decomposition theory Y is normal on C then it is normal in the sense of Riley.
Proof. From Theorem 7.2, T = A. If M g C and sieY(M), then 6.1 shows that si e Ass (M). Therefore si is an annihilating ideal for M and si^(0: M). Whence T is normal in the sense of Riley on C.
8. Axiomatic tertiary theory. Let A be a left Noetherian ring with an identity and C an admissible family of finitely generated unitary A-modules. In [8] Riley has shown that five axioms for an associated ideal function, A, on C provide an axiomatic characterization of the tertiary decomposition theory, A, on C, as it is given in this special case. See §6. These five axioms are as follows: We will show that axiom (ii) is not independent of the other four axioms and therefore it can be deleted.
Suppose that M is the union of the family {M¡} of submodules. The inclusion (Ji A(Mt)^A(M) follows immediately from the fact that A is an associated ideal function. In order to show the other inclusion let 2? e A(M). By axiom ( We now state the following theorem in order to summarize the axiomatic characterization of the tertiary theory which we have obtained in this paper. (d) Each M eC is A-finite.
(e) A is normal on C.
Remark. Theorem 4.12 and the first four axioms force A to be a decomposition theory on C. Therefore it makes sense to speak of A as being normal in axiom (e).
Proof of 8.2. As remarked above, A is a decomposition theory on C. Since axiom (e) makes A normal on C, we have that A = T by Theorem 7.2. Conversely, the fact that the tertiary theory, T, satisfies these five axioms on an admissible family of /-worthy /^-modules follows from the way that we constructed T from / and from 7.1.
We finish this section by showing that Theorem 8.1 can be obtained as a special case of 8.2. Suppose that A is a left Noetherian ring with an identity and that C is an admissible family of finitely generated unitary A-modules. Axiom (d) can be obtained from axioms (a), (b), and (c) by using a proof similar to that of [8, Corollary 2.4] . Then Theorem 4.12 shows that if A satisfies axioms (a), (b), and (c) on C, it is a decomposition theory. Thus Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 show that together with axioms (a), (b), and (c); axiom (e) is equivalent to axiom (v) on C. Therefore on C axioms (a)-(e) are equivalent to axioms (i), (iii), (iv), and (v).
9. The primary theory. Throughout this paragraph we will assume that A is a commutative ring. Suppose that C is an admissible family of A-modules. The primary radical, p, is a radical function on C. As in §2 an ideal si in A is an associated ideal of M in C with respect to p if there exists a /»-stable submodule S of M such that si=p(S). Denote the set of associated ideals of M by A(M). We propose that the associated ideals of M are prime ideals in A.
Proposition 9.1. If M is in C and si is in P(M), then si is prime.
Proof. Since si e P(M), there is a /»-stable submodule S of M with si=p(S). Suppose that xy e si for x, y e R. Then there is an integer « such that (xj)nS=0. If y i si then ynS¥=0. Thus xn(j"5) = 0 and so x ep(ynS). However S is /»-stable so that p(ynS) = si and hence x g si. Therefore si is prime.
Suppose that C is an admissible family of /»-worthy A-modules. Theorem 4.10 shows that the associated ideal function, A, is a decomposition theory on C. It would appear that this decomposition theory is the primary theory and that we have extended the primary theory to a larger family of modules than the family of Noetherian A-modules. Unfortunately A is not the usual primary theory [9, p. 252] because a A-submodule does not necessarily need to be a primary submodule. Suppose that M is a Noetherian module over a commutative ring R. An interesting question is this. Can one appropriately define associated prime ideals for M and then obtain the classical primary decomposition theory for M by using a technique similar to that of Bourbaki in [l, ? It is now clear that this is possible. We would define an associated prime ideal for M as a prime ideal 2? for which there exists a /?-stable submodule S of M such that 37>=p(S). The above proposition shows that a submodule of M is a primary submodule if and only if it is a /'-submodule. Therefore in this special case Theorem 4.10 gives the classical primary decomposition theory. We notice that an equivalent, but perhaps conceptually easier way to define, an associated prime ideal for M, would be as a prime ideal which is the tertiary (or primary) radical of a uniform submodule of M.
In order to obtain the classical primary theory for a finitely generated unitary module, M, over a Noetherian ring, R, with an identity; Bourbaki in [1, p. 131] defines an associated prime ideal as a prime ideal SP in A for which there exists a nonzero element x in M such that aa = (0:x). The following proposition shows that with the additional assumption that A is Noetherian, our definition of associated prime ideal for a Noetherian module, reduces to Bourbaki's definition. Proposition 9.4. Suppose that A is a commutative Noetherian ring with an identity and M is a finitely generated unitary R-module. A prime ideal 3P is in P(M) if and only if there exists a nonzero x in M such that 3P = (0:x).
Proof. Lemma 9.2 shows that a prime ideal 3P e P(M) if and only if 0> e T(M). 10. The weakly primary theory. Throughout this section we will assume that R is a commutative ring. In [1, p. 139 On an admissible family C of A-modules, the weakly primary radical is a radical function. As in §2 an ideal si in A is an associated ideal of M in C with respect to w if there exists a w-stable submodule S of M such that s/=w(S). Denote the set of associated ideals of M by W(M).
In the following example we will show that there exist weakly primary submodules which are not primary. Example 5. Consider the A[A]-module V of Example 4. We saw that (0) is not a primary submodule of V. We assert that (0) is a weakly primary submodule of V.
Suppose that g(T) e F[T] and there exists a nonzero vector veV such that g(T)v = 0. Now g(T) has the form f0+fT+ ■ ■ ■ +fnTn where f e A. It is evident that/o must be zero and so g(T)=fT+f2T2+ ■ ■ ■ +fnTn. Let x be any nonzero element of V. Then x has the form x=ayVy+a2v2+ ■ ■ ■ + akvk where a¡ e F and ak^0. Wherefore [g(A)]fcx=0. Therefore (0) is a weakly primary submodule of V.
Proposition 10.1. Suppose that R is a commutative ring and M a finitely generated R-module. Then (0) is a primary submodule of M if and only if(0) is a weakly primary submodule of M.
Proof. It is apparent that every primary submodule of M is weakly primary. Assume that (0) is a weakly primary submodule of M. Suppose that r e R annihilates a nonzero submodule of M. Then r e w(M). Let mx,..., mk be a set of generators for M. Since r e w(M), for each i=l,..., k there exists an integer «¡ such that rni«ij = 0. Hence there exists an integer « such that rnni¡ = 0 for each i, ISiSk. Therefore rnM = 0 and so r ep(M). Consequently (0) is primary.
We will proceed to show that for a module overa Noetherian ring, IF-submodules are weakly primary. Suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and C an admissible family of iv-worthy .R-modules. From Proposition 6.2 we see that for each M in C the elements of W(M) are prime ideals. Theorem 4.10 shows that Wisa decomposition theory on C. We call W the weakly primary theory on C because 10.3 shows that (0) is a weakly primary submodule of A7 in C if and only if (0) is a IF-submodule of M. The following corollary of 4.10 extends the results of Bourbaki found in [1, pp. 142-146] .
Corollary 10.4. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with an identity and C an admissible family of unitary w-worthy R-modules. Then the weakly primary decomposition theory, W exists on C.
We will now consider an example of a module over a commutative Noetherian License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ring with an identity which is /-worthy and hence M'-worthy; however, it is neither Noetherian nor Artinian. Corollary 10.4 shows that it has the weakly primary decomposition theory.
Example 6. Let p be a prime integer. Then the /?-adic numbers Qp are a module over the /»-adic integers Zp. Now Zp is a commutative Noetherian ring with an identity. It can be shown that Qp is neither Noetherian nor Artinian; however, every factor module of Qp is 1-dimensional overZ". From Proposition 5.6 we have that Qp is a /-worthy Zp-module.
11. Applications. The following proposition can be proved in a manner similar to [8, Proposition 1.6 ]. We notice that Y is the intersection of all ideals g in A such that si is contained in the primary radical of R/Q. If we replace primary radical by rr, where T is a decomposition theory, then we obtain the following generalization : 
